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ABSTRACT

We obtain the exact Dirac algebra obeyed by the conserved non-local charges in
bosonic non-linear sigma models. Part of the computation is specialized for a symmetry
group O(N). As it turns out the algebra corresponds to a cubic deformation of the Kac-
Moody algebra. The non-linear terms are computed in closed form. In each Dirac bracket
we only find highest order terms (as explained in the paper), defining a saturated algebra.
We generalize the results for the presence of & Wess-Zumino term. The algebra is very
similar to the previous one, containing now a calculable correction of order one unit lower.



1. Introduction

In general, quantum field theoretic models where non-perturbative computations are
known, contain an infinite number of conservation laws [1,2]. In fact, the solvability of
s«v . r- l eTPCt S-m-.iiir.eB in two *"mris;on'J mo-lrls run Kr tracH b*ck to the Yang-Baxter
relations [3,4], which in turn are a direct consequence of the conservation of higher powers
of the momentum. Alternatively, there is an infinite number of non-local conservation laws
in moBt of these model* as well [2,5]. Both sets of conserved quantities can be related to
the existence of a Lax pair in the theory: demanding compatibility of the Lax pair, one
arrives at conserved charges as functions of the so called spectral parameter implying, after
Taylor expansion, an infinite number of conservation laws.

Another set of model* containing an infinite number of conserved quantities are the two
dimensional conformably invariant theories [6,7], The Virasoro generators are a generaliza-
tion of the energy momentum conserved charges. Defining a realization of the symmetry
in terms of the null vectors implies a number of differential equations to be obeyed by
the correlation functions which can be integrated. In other words, a further knowledge of
the underlying algebra obeyed by the conserved quantities, namely the Virasoro algebra,
together with the differential representation of the conserved charges, permitted one to go
one step further, i.e. the complete computation of the correlators.

Our aim here is to obtain the algebra of conserved quantities for integrable theo-
ries. The algebra of local conservation laws is abelian and therefore too simple. Massive
perturbations of the confonnal generators are also a possibility, since they also form a
non-commuting algebra, and it would be worthwhile to understand the algebra, as well
as the role played by the conservation laws surviving the mass perturbation [8]. For free
fermions (Jb = 1 WZW models) the results conform to our expectation [9].

Non-local conserved charges, on the other hand, are very powerful objects. The first
non-trivial one alone fixes almost completely the on-shell dynamics [5,10].

Infinite algebrai connected with non-trivial conserved quantities could thus be the
key ingredient for the complete solvability of integrable models, and the knowledge of their
correlation functions. It is thus no wonder that the problem evaded solution in spite of
several attempts. Indeed, it has been claimed long ago [11] that non-local charges might
build up a Kac-Moody algebra, but the appearance of cubic terms found by several authors
showed that the algebraic problem was much more involved [12-14]. For non-linear sigma
models with a simple gauge group the quantum non-local charges present no anomaly [15],
and the monodroray matrix can be computed. Therefore the non-local charge algebra
should be manageable; however, as it turns out, the complete algebra was not known, and
one had hints that a possible break of the Jacobi identity might occur [12].

We show that there is a natural recombination of the standard non-local charges,
whose algebra has an approachable structure, being composed of a linear part of the Kac-
Moody form, and a calculable cubic term- Later we add a Wess-Zumino (WZ) term to
the action, and show that both linear and cubic piece* of the algebra acquire a further
contribution.

In order to find these results we adopt the following strategy. First we compute

explicitly the first few conserved charges generated by the procedure of Brezin et «d. [16]:
the Dirac brackets of those charges are rather obscure, u we compute (there are also
examples in the literature [12-14]). Therefore we subsequently define an improved set of
charges in order to simplify the algebra. By inspection, we propose an Ansatz for the
general algebra of the improved charges. Then we argue, bated on the Jacobi identity
proved in the subsequent section, that once we have verified the elg^bra v.p to some order,
there must be a set of charges whose algebra agrees with the Ans&tz.

In order to verify the Jacobi identity, we introduce a set of (non-conserved) charges
whose algebra is isomorphic to the Ansatz. In that case it is useful to start from the
analysis of a kind of chain algebra, in the sense that we commute elements defined by
chains of local currents tied by a non-local function in space. In terms of these objects we
define a linear algebra, albeit with a much larger set of terms. Finally, by a sort of trace
projection, we recover the original algebra in terms of the saturated charges, proving the
Jacobi identity in an indirect way.

This paper is divided as follows: in Sect. 2 we review the algebra obeyed by Noether
local currents based on Refs. [17,18]. In Sect. 3 we consider the canonical construction of
higher non-local conservation laws and calculate some non-local charges explicitly, Then
we derive the brackets for some appropriate combinations of charges and write the Ansatz
of the complete algebra. In Sect. 4 we define the algebra of saturated charges, which turns
out to be isomorphic to the algebra of conserved charges. We derive the chain algebra
structure, the corresponding Jacobi identity, and relate the results to the case of non-local
charges. Based on the chain algebra and the consequent Jacobi identity, we complete the
proof about the highest order structure of the algebra of improved charges, outlined in
Sec. 3. In Sect. 5 we introduce the WZ interaction to derive the corresponding algebra.
We leave Sect. 6 for conclusions.

2. Current Algebra of Non-Linear Sigma Models

The current algebra of classical non-linear sigma models on arbitrary Riemannian manifolds
(M) is known [17], Indeed, consider a non-linear sigma model on M, with metric gij(ifi),
and the maps <fil(x) from two dimensional Minkowski space S to M. The sigma model
action is given by

It
S = —— I d x i}1"19i}(<p)dli<p'&v<P} • (1)

The phase space consists of pairs (y>'(z),ir;(;e)), where w is a section of the pull-back
<p*(T*M) of the cotangent bundle of M to the Minkowski space via ip, and the canonical
equal-time Poisson brackets read

(2)



From the action (1) we find the canonically conjugated momenta, given by the expression

*i = ^.-,y • (3)

We suppose that there is a connected Lie group G acting on M by isometrics, such that a
generator of the Lie algebra g of G it represented by a fundamental rector field

t=o

on M\ the Noether current may be denned as

We define also the symmetric scalar field j as

In terms of a basis t" of g, such that [*",**] = / a t c i c , we have

and we find the current algebra

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

In order to give explicit examples, although without loss of generality, we specialize to the
O(JV) case, with Lagrangian

<=i

and Hamiltonian density

(9)

(10)

where TT; = ipi. We have to impose the constraints

<p\ - 1 = 0 and

Dir&c bracket! can be easily calculated and read

(i i )

(12)

In terms of phase Bpace variables the conserved current components may be written as

(13a)

(136)

Notice that j , . is an antisymmetric matrix-valued field. On the other hand the intertwiner
field given in (7) is symmetric,

(14)

We observe that the Hamiltonian (10) can be written in the Sugawara form

It is convenient to present the current algebra in terms of matrix components, which follows
from the elementary bracket* (12):

(* ° i.)y.«(*M* - v)

(15)

- v)
where

(S + A)ij,ti s i + Sjk-An •

(16)
(17)

Further useful properties of the product defined in (16) axe listed in the Appendix. The
algebra of components (3) can be eagily rederived from (15) using the property (A.8).
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3. Standard and Improved Non-local Charge!

and build the (n 4- l) t k order non-local current

Non-local charges may be generated by a very simple algorithm [16], starting out of a
current j h obeying

a"J'" = ° (18)

Given a conserved current j } , one defines the associated non-local potential x'™' through
the equation

4) ()

(20)

Such current is also conserved as a consequence of Eqs. (18). Here we have to mention
that for the first non-local current JJ1' the coefficient in front of commutator in (20) must
be taken as 1 instead of 2.

Eq. (19) can be inverted for x ( n ) = d~lJo"\ where we choose the antiderivative
operator as

1 /• f - 1 , * < 0
0A(x) = - dyc(x-y)A(y) , e(z) = I 0, x = 0 . (21)

2J l + l , * > 0

With this definition we have antisymmetric boundary conditions for x'"^ i

(22)

Other boundary conditions could be used [13] but the above choice guarantees that
the algebra of charges produces antisymmetric combinations of charges, which belong to
the O(N) algebra; moreover, the charge algebra closes in terms of O(N) generator. We
call the charges denned in Eq. (20) the standard charges. After some partial integrations
the first few of them read

(23)

(24)

(25)S<3) - Qw + j (Q<°>)' + 3 / * (jfl - dU - idtjfi

+ 2

(I*.ft

However, it turns out that the algebra satisfied by these standard set of charges is not
transparent enough [12-14]. In the search for a more suitable basis of charges we find out
an algebraic algorithm, where the charge Q^ plays a fundamental role, which generates
an improved set of conserved charges ({Q^})- We can relate this new set to the standard
one: for instance, the first few improved charges read

Q(V) =

(27)

In terms of the local currents j ^ , we write down the first six improved charges,

j . + 2j,dl - 26]jt - Adljodl

= jdx [3j,

j 6 + ioj,aj0 -100"joj, -

(28)

Using the above definitions of the improved charges and the current algebra given in
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(15) we obtain after a rather tedious calculation the following algebra

- {Q(0)Qi0)

ij.ki

. . H

(29)

= (*«

g<°>)

Indeed we have used the algebra above to define the improved charges: we verify that
the bracket {g ("',Q (1'} always produces a term of the form (So A) for some A, which we
call linear piece; and other essentially different terms as (5 o C), with B and C different
from the identity matrix ($), coming from surface contributions, which we refer to as the
non-linear piece. Therefore we can take A as a definition of the Q(n+1> charge,

where n.l.t. means "non-linear terms". While the standard charges are defined through an
integro-differential algorithm, the improved ones are generated by an algebraic procedure
(where Q<x> play» the role of a "step" generator).

The fact that all brackets { g ( n " ° , g ( i ) } , i = 0,---n, produce the same linear term
(6 o Q(n)) means that the linear part of the algebra is of the Kac-Moody type.

These results and observations motivate us to write down the Ansatz
m-ln-1

.
jp=O

(30)

which is the first main result of this paper. In order to prove it, we consider a set of
simplified charge* which obey an isomorphic algebra, and we prove the result (30) for this
new set upon deriving a chain algebra structure in a sense to be denned in Sect. 4. We
prove the Jacob! identity for the chain algebra and finally project it back into the non-local
charge algebra.

Let us call n the order of the charge Q^ and n + m the order of the bracket
{Qin\Q(m)}. Having proved up to some order JV > 1 that the algebra is composed
of a linear part which is the Kac-Moody algebra plus some non-linear piece, the question
is whether the charge* can always be denned in such a way that this structure still holds
for some linear combination of the previous charges.

In order to solve this problem, we first argue that if one solves the linear part of the
algebra in such a way that only the highest order (or genus) term survives (i.e., one has
a single term flieQc ) , the same will be true concerning the non-linear part. Indeed,
relying upon the chain algebra (which will be introduced and discussed in Sect. 4) we
notice that, in general, a non-local charge can be defined in terms of a group theoretical
factor times some integrals of ehaint, constructed with both components of the current j , , ,
which we can denote as in Fig. 1 where the full dots denote the insertion of the component
j , and the empty ones j a . The "longest" chain of a charge constitutes its highest order
term. The Dine brackets of two chains might generate lower order terms in the algebra
of charges; however, the presence of a lower order term in the linear part of the algebra
implies a lower order term in the non-linear part as well, with the same coefficient.

Therefore we argue with the linear algebra only, and this must be enough- We further
suppose that when n + m < N for some JV > 1 the linear part is of the Kac-Moody type
(as we verified in (29) for JV = 6), namely

( n , L t 0 (31)

Let us suppose that for n' + m' > N the algebra is non-saturated, i.e. it contains lower
order terms,

')} [ ' - ' ' ] + (nJ . t .)
(32)

We consider the Jacobi identity

Using (32) and (31) we have

( 33)

= o
(34)



which implies, upon use of the relation

the result

If p < n, m, we have an j , = <hn,r = 0 by the induction hypothesis, therefore

(35)

(36)

Since the l.h.a. only depends on the contribution ti + m, we conclude that an>m only
depends onn + ra. It is a simple exercise to show that the same is true for the coefficients
b,c etc, therefore the linear part of {QJ, Q™} only depends on n + m, and we can redefine
the r.h.s.

/"*' [Q?+m + a(n + m)Q^+m-1 +•••]+ (nit . ) = /•»*Q»+» + (n.l.t.) (38)

in such a way that it is of the Kac Moody type after the above redefinition. Therefore
there must exist a basis of charges satisfying the algebra (30).

4. Saturated Charge*

Consider the improved basis of charges: from the examples listed in (28) we see that
each one of them has a higher order piece, containing the maximum number of current
components (the component jB) in the integrand, depicted below,

dx jod'l = - - + j dxdy j ,

= •••+[ dxdydz ja{x)c(x - y)jB{y)e(y - z)ja
(39)

= • + j dxdydzdw ;„(«)«(* - y)io(v)e(y - z)jo{z)e{z -

10

Inspired by the saturated character of the algebra (29) (i.e., the presence of highest order
terms only) and the expressions above we propose the definition of the saturated charges

i=0

where the non-lccol densities

(40)

(41)

can be seen as chain* of current components jo(z<) connected by non-local e functions. We
emphasize that the saturated charges I?" are not conserved quantities. Nevertheless we
prove that they realize the algebra (30) and use this fact to verify that the Ansatz satisfies
the Jacobi identity. The fact that Jacobi identity holds for the general case is discussed at
the end of the section.

In a given basis {("} for the O(N) algebra, the components of a saturated charge can
be built up from the integral of a linear chain of components j° times a group theoretical
(trace) factor:

(42)

The algebra of saturated charges follows from the algebra of chains. In order to under-
stand this relation we first consider the case of the simplest brackets and later generalize
the results. Consider the first non-trivial saturated charge matrix

$2 = J
Defining the components

we have

(44)

(45)

(46)

J ' W ) =>.'(»)«(•-ir)i.'(w) •

The algebra obeyed by the chains in (46) is easily derived upon use of (S),

(47)
ytx,v,)6(x - z) - r"jh"{y,x,z)6{x - w)

11



where J"*c(a!,y,*) = jfc)e(x - v)ij(v)e{y - *)JJW la a 3-current chain. Therefore we
obtain for the algebra involving the charges (45) the expression

(48)

Taking a basis {("} for the 0(N) algebra one verifies that the traces in (48) merge into
four traces,

(49)

(50)

= tT(t't"tH't'r) - tt(t'ict'tftl) - ti^'

The third trace leads to

trit'tH't't') f dxdydz Jcilt(x,y,z) = tr

which is the Kac-Moody part of the algebra (30). As for the other three terms, we use the
expression

o e (y - i ) j a (a : ) t~ e(y-
(51)

and verify that upon contraction with the remaining three terms in (49) we get the integral
of a total derivative which, due to the antisymmetric boundary condition (22), gives the
cubic term

^VVT) , (52)

and we arrive at

i W } - *r (li'tf1*) - tr (f tf V°V<f >) • (53)

Parther algebra, and use of the boundary condition to show the vanishing of terms of
the type Jdxdt^M'AH*), lead to the next (Dirac) brackets

- tr ( f '5< V . (54)

We are now in position to generalise the procedure for arbitrary chains and obtain the full
algebra of the saturated charges.

12

The 2-chain brackets can be expanded at a sum of crossing chains:

1=0 i=O j=0

(55)

A typical crossing of chains is represented by Fig. 2, followed by the respective f'h>c

structure constant factor.
The algebra of two linear chains hat produced another kind of non-local density: a

1-crossing chain. Computing the algebra of this extended family of chains, one generates
multiple crossings. We therefore consider the infinite space of n-crossing chains, whose
Dirac brackets define an infinite dimensional linear algebra. This is the underlying linear
structure behind the non-local charge algebra, which we compute now.

In order to project the brackets above into {Q™ ,Qt
n } we must multiply both sides

of Eq. (55) by the corresponding traces of t-matricee, as indicated by (42). Those traces
contracted by a factor f"**' merge as follows

= i tr (ic x (t"

• '>* tr(t*> • • • <*»tV

(«<+•) (56)

which generalizes Eq. (49). Once again, each contraction of chains leads to four contri-
butions, as in Fig. 3. It is easy to verify that each contribution shows up four times, as
exemplified by Fig. 4: the factors (—)n and {—)m compensate the implied inversions of
arguments of the e-functions. Thus we can concentrate on the 3rd representative of Fig. 3
and drop the 1/4 factor before the trace; that figure represents a typical partition of the
chains, and the sum of all partitions in the bracket {Q™ iQi" } reads

=/ n**> n *'
k=0 1=0 1=0 j=0

- xi+i)t{xt - yj+i)J{yj+i • yn)t*J(y0 • • • x0)}

13



k=0 (=0 i=0 /

x tr[i° - i • • • * o

m - l

i=0

n-1

dxtt

n—1 n - 1

f • »

r[j e(x - xi+i)J(*m • • • xi+i ) ] * ' [ / J ( y o ' - - y n - i * * i - i •••zo)]

)]]

<* - •••+i)j(*» • • • *'+i)] [ y <* -

(yo---yj-i**i-i---*o)] • (57)

Above we have omitted integration measures of the labelled variables, which we assume to
be resumed under the integral symbols.

Examining the four sums above, we recognize the Kac-Moody piece in the first term

tt(*"** J{y0 • •«„))= tr (<«t»Q<"+">) . (58)

The cubic piece of the algebra can be obtained from the last sum in (57), which we
rewrite aa follows

;=o j

x [ J «(* - • • • y , - . ,

* ' + • t r [** • *o)]]

14

= - E E tr

= - E E trft^ ) j + (59)
i=o j=o

The terms represented by right dots above, together with the 2nd and 3rd sums left
over in (57), may be (formally) summarized u

• • • » J - . • • • * • • - ! • • •

i=0 j

- E E fe+.tr f'a
i=0 ;=0l/

As exemplified by Fig. 5, the above sum generates surface terms of the form
(60)

(61)

which vanishes due to our antiperiodic boundary conditions. When n + m is odd, we also
find single contributions like

A J (62)

which is zero for the same reasons. Therefore we have proved that the traces of (-matrices
project the chain algebra into the non-local charge algebra

= tr (l'(*Q<"+-)) - E E lr (t"O<

i0 j0
(63)

By means of the formula (A,8) one recognizes that the above algebra is Uomorphic
to the Ansatz (30). Although this algebra has been derived for the 0(N) model, one can
rewrite the traces appearing on the r.h.s. of (63) in terms of the structure constants of the
group and therefore generalize that algebra for other groups.

Concerning the Jacobi identity, we begin by stressing that the above realization of
the Ansatz was built up from the elementary current component jg: as the Dirac brackets
{io(*)»Jo(v)}i ff*w> » Eq. (8), obey the Jacobi identity by hypothesis, and since the
chains are defined in Eq. (41) aa products of jo-components, it follows that the algebra
of chains also satisfies the Jacobi identity. On the other hand, the saturated charges are
constructed by simple integrations and linear combinations of chains, therefore implying
that the algebra (63) obeys the Jabobi identity too.

15



If we had considered the algebra of all chains, including those having the component
j i , the corresponding integrations and trace-projections would lead us to the algebra of
improved charges. The Jacobi identity of the algebra thus obtained would follow from
the algebraic properties of (8) too. The role of the intertwiner field is marginal due to its
character as & projector.

From the relation between chaim and saturated charges, we also understand how the
linear and cubic parts of llu. algsbii (30) are constrained: both are constructed from the
same chains, with the same number of current components (implying the highest order
terms) and same multiplicative coefficients, as mentioned in Sec. 3.

5. Algebra of Non-Local Charges in WZNW Model

We first reanalyze the current algebra for the principal chiral model with a Wess-Zumino
term. This model [19] contains a free coupling constant A and, for special values of A,
is equivalent to the confonnally invariant WZNW model while being the ordinary chiral
model for A —» 0. Therefore, the current algebra derived below is a generalization of the
current algebras for these two special cases. For the WZNW model, the current algebra
is known to consist of two commuting Kac-Moody algebras, while for the ordinary chiral
model, it has been presented previously.

We begin by fbring our conventions. The target space for the chiral models to be
considered here will be a simple Lie group G (which is usually, though not necessarily,
assumed to be compact) with Lie algebra g, and we use the trace tr in some irreducible
representation to define the invariant scalar product (.,.) on g, normalized so that the
long roots have length V2, as well as the invariant closed three-form w on g giving rise to
the Wess-Zumino term. Explicitly, for XtY,Z eg , we have,

while

(X,Y) = -lr(XY)

»{X,Y,Z) = ±-

(64)

(65)

Obviously, (.,.) and u> extend to a biinvariant metric (.,.) on G and to a biinvariant three-
form u> on G, respectively: the latter can alternatively be represented in terms of the left
invariant Maurer-Cartan form g~ldg or right invariant Maurer-Cartan form dgg~l on
G, as follows:

" = i MiT1^)' = — t^dgg-^ . (66)

(Due to the Maurer-Cartan structure equation, this representation implies that u> is indeed
a closed three-form on G, and the normalization in Eqs. (65) and (66) is chosen so that
W/2T generates the third de Rham cohomology group Si(G, Z) of G over the integers, at
least when G is simply connected; cf. Ref. [20]. The minus sign in Eq. (64) is introduced
to ensure positive definitenesi when G is compact.)

16

In part of what follows, we work in terms of (arbitrary) local coordinates «' on G,
representing the metric (.,.) by its components^ and the three-form u> by its components
«y». Then the total action of the so called Wess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten (WZNW) theory
is the sum

S = ScH + nSwz , (67)

where the action for the ordinary chiral model, SCH is given by (1), and the Wess-Zumino
term is

Swz = I fD
 JB

k = f p«
JB

(68)

Here, <p and <p are the basic field and the extended field of the theory, respectively, i.e.,
ip is a (smooth) map from a fixed two-dimensional Lorentz manifold E to G and <p is a
(smooth) map from an appropriate three-dimensional manifold B to G, chosen so that I!
is the boundary of B and <p is the restriction of <fi to that boundary: S = 8B, <p = ^|E.
The conformally invariant WZNW model is obtained at A = y/~4ftj\n\ , while the ordinary
chiral model can be recovered in the limit A-+0. Note that if u; were exact, we could write
u> = da to obtain

Swz = - (69)

But of course this is not possible globally, i.e., the a,j appearing in this formula are neither
unique nor can they be chosen so as to become the components of a globally well-defined
two-form on G with respect to the u'. Still, calculations involving quantities that arise
from local variations of the action can be performed as if this were the case, and may lead
to results that do not depend on any artificial choices. For example, recall that in the
ordinary chiral model, the c&nonically conjugate momenta *•; derived from the action SCH
are simply given by Eq. (3) and satisfy the canonical commutation relations (2). Similarly,
in the chiral model with a Wess-Zumino term, written in the form (69), the canonically
conjugate momenta *-,- derived from the action S are given by

= 7Tj + n a (70)

and satisfy the canonical commutation relations (2) with x substituted by n. Note, how-
ever, that in contrast to the TTJ, the £,- do not behave naturally under local coordinate
transformations on G, so that the canonical commutation relations (2) between the ip' and
the TTJ look non*covariant. This suggests to consider instead the commutation relations
between the fields <p' and the «j, which are covariant, but exhibit non-vanishing Poisson
brackets between the momenta IT,-. Indeed, it follows from (2) that

(71)

17



BO in the presence of the Wess-Zumino term, the commutation relations between tp' and
Kj read

ix))<p'k{x)£(x -y) . (72)

They ere obvifvadj- covariwi* (all cxprtsrions behave naturally underlocel coordinate trans-
formations on G), since u is a globally well-defined three-form on G.

To derive the desired current algebra, we recall next that the model under consider-
ation has an obvious global invariance under the product group GL X G K , which acts on
G according to

This action of the Lie group Gj, x GR induces a representation of the corresponding Lie
algebra gL©gR by vector fields, associating to each generator X = (XL,XR) in giffigR
the fundamental vector field Xa on G given by

XG(g) = XLg-gXR forjeG (74)

As usual, invariance of the action leads to conserved Noether currents taking values in
gj, © gn and denoted by j M for the ordinary chiral model and by jp for the chiral model
with a Wess-Zumino term. Explicitly, we have, for X = (XL,XR) in gt @gn ,

(75)

while
(76)

In addition, an important role is played by the scalar field j introduced in Ref. [17], defined

&XQY) = ^Sii(v)Xb{v)YiM . (77)

The commutation relations of the Noether currents j ^ and j , , under Poisson brackets
can now be computed directly. Note again, however, that in contrast to j M , j,i do not behave
naturally under local coordinate transformations on G, so that their Dirac brackets look
non-covariant. This suggests to replace them by appropriate covariant currents J^ which,
as it turns out, can be written entirely in terms of the Noether currents j , , for the ordinary
chiral model (the exact definition will be given below): it is the commutation relations
of these covariant currents J^ that form the current algebra we wish to compute (or at
least an important part thereof). The most efficient way of arriving at the desired result
is therefore to calculate, as an intermediate step, the brackets of the Noether currents j M ,
using the brackets (63); we arrive at the results

- v)
- y)

(78)
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while other relations remain unchanged. The additional factors jjj have been absorbed
into the normalisations of the J^ and j).

Before proceeding further, we find it convenient to pass to a more standard notation,
writing g and g, rather than <p and <p, for the basic field and the extended field of the
theory, respectively, and using the explicit definitions (64) of the metric ( . , . ) on G and
(65) of the three-form w on G. Then

Sen = ~~j d7*

while

Swz = ^J^ dr J

(79)

(80)

(Here, the extended field g is assumed to be constant outside a tubular neighborhood
E x [0,1] of the boundary E of B, and r is the coordinate normal to the boundary.) Next,
we decompose the currents j» and /„ , both of which take values in gt © gH, into left and
riht t ll f hih k l j f j «right currents, all of which take values in g: j M =

g g ,
J,, = [Jj;, J«) . Explicitly,

(81)

and, by definition,

(82)

where a = ^ - . The scalar field j , when viewed as taking values in the space of endomor-
phisms of g £ © gR , is given by the (2 x 2)-block matrix

. _ J_ ( 1 -Ad(g}\
3 A^-Ad(ffr 1 ) *

In other words, for X = {XL,XR) in g i © gn ,

(83)

(84)

It can be shown that the covariant currents ./„ defined by Eqs. (82) differ from the Noether
currents j p for the chiral model with a Wess-Zumino term by a total curl, and that current
conservation (which for both types of currents has the same physical content, because
a total curl is automatically conserved) is identical with the equations of motion of the
theory.
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Now in terms of an arbitrary basts {*„} of g, with structure constants ftie defined by
[t*,(*] = faictc, the various currents are represented by their components

(85)

and the scalar field j by its components

(86)

j ° ' = (j, tLt ®( ) = -Tj- tr (g^t'gt ) (87)

where

With this notation, we see that the current Dirac brackets imply the following brackets
relations for the components of the currents j°:

- W)

OH*).;, (v)> - o .

Of "(aO.jf *(y)} = -/**
Of'("J.i^fy)} = -f"
Of"(*).i™(y)}«o ,

- y) - «/'*ejf'(*)*

(89)

They roust be supplemented by the commutation relations between the components of the
currents j , , and those of the field j .

(90)Of*(»),i'"(y)} = -/"';"(*)«(• - y) .
Of(*).j'c(y)} = o ,
Of"(*).j"(y)} = o •
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Finally, the components of the field j commute among themselves: {jab{x), jed(y)} = 0.

Using the explicit representation of the theory in terms of group valued fields, it is
very simple to check the results using the decomposition of the momentum in terms of a
local and a non-local piece as it has been done in Ref. [5].

We are now in position to generalize the previous results for the WZNW model.
Classically, the equations of motion are given by the conservation laws

(91)

The currents jj^L satisfy the zero-curvature conditions

(92)

Concerning the covariant currents J^fL the above equations imply

d"JR'L=0 ,
(93)

The last equation states [4] that the combination yj
Rl' has also zero curvature

and the construction (19) and (20) follows immediately, replacing j R —» J^ and jj1 —• J?.
Moreover a similar construction holds for J^, replacing a by —a. In particular, the first
non-local conserved charges read

(94)
The construction of previous sections can thus be performed for the WZ case with

few modifications. The chain algebra construction is not touched as well as the saturated
charge, but with the above replacement of currents. In this way we need to use the following
Dirac bracket for the current Jo (written in matrix components)

My)} * - y ) (95)
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and we are led to the following Dirac bracket! for the first few (left sector) charges previous brackets of the chiral model, we summarise the results by (n > m)

.. t ;

4a (« o

+4a - 4a - 4a

ij.kl

ij,kl

ij.ki

ij.kl

- 4a (Q<°> O

woQw) - (QWQW°Q(O))..

- 4a
.

- 4«

- 4a

Therefore we write the following Ansatz for the algebra (we suppose m>n with no loss
of generality)

)%),Qi!)} = (s
m—1n—1

(97)

or equivalent^, denoting by { , }« , , the bracket for the Wes» Zumino model and { , } for

22

(98)

Some remarks are in order now. First, concerning the chain algebra, it clearly goes through
to the Wess Zumino case. Therefore, the Jacobi identities are valid here as well. Using
them, we can perform the proof of the redefinition of the charges in such a way that
the Ansatz (97) is valid in the same way aa we did before, except for the fact that now
On+m = 4a (see Eq. (32)). With the argument that the linear term determines also the
coefficient of the cubic term, we arrive at the result (97) for the complete algebra. The
algebra for the right sector follows directly from (98) through a -> - a . Also the mixed
brackets {Q«»>,<J«»>} vanish since {(Jf)ij(*W?My)} = 0.

0. Conclusions

We have computed the Dirac algebra of conserved non-local charges. The result is charac-
terized by the order n of the non-local charges Q^n\ which in fact can be defined in terms
of its genus [21], as computed from scattering theory. Therefore, classifying the genus, one
verifies that in the right hand side of the Dirac algebra of charges, only the highest possible
genus contributes with a non-vanishing coefficient.

We arrived at the results considering first the algebra of chains, in terms of which one
is able to prove the Jacobi identity. Further on, we prove, still using the algebra of chains,
that there is a simple relation between the linear and the cubic part of the algebra. Using
the Jacobi identity, which at this time is known to hold, we prove that a redefinition of the
charges is always possible, in such a way that the algebra is quite simple. Furthermore,
we verified the results up to a very high order (see Eqs. (29)).

This result permits us to try to obtain constraints on the correlation functions of the
theory, similarly to the massive perturbation of the Jfe = 1 WZW model [9]. Such problem
evaded solution for several years, but with this approach, one should be able to accomplish
such desired constraints, once one knows a realization of charges in terms of integro-
differential operators. Indeed, for the asymptotic charges one finds such representations
[5,10].

Further problems related to the role of monodromy matrices may also be obtained
once one knows the expansion of this matrix in terms of non-local charge, a procedure in
fact studied (although following the inverse way) in [4]. For sigma models with a simple
gauge group the quantum non-local charge algebra must be the same as we have computed
substituting Dirac brackets by {— i) times commutators [15],

Finally, we remark that the WZNW theory presents an algebra which is analogous
to the above one. In fact, the WZNW theory has been treated by the Bethe Ansatz [22]
with results analogous in some sense to the purely bosonic case, and one expects many
similarities.
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.appendix

In this Appendix we list some useful formulae concerning the special product A o B and
the constraints involving the currents j and jp.

The product A o B is defined as follows

(A o B)ij,ki = Aik

and possesses the properties

+ Aji

(A o B)ilit = (Bo A),7,« = (.4' o B'^tj

(A o B)(1,tmC., - ( * « / ) = {A o BC)ijM + (AC o B)ij,u
{A o B^uC.j -(«•-+ j) = (A o C*B)y,« + (CM o »),•>,*,

Cia(,4 o *) . , ,„ - (» ~ j ) = (CM o B)iilU + (A o <7*)y,*i

a(B o CU+iDij - (i ~ j ) = (A5 o D (C)y,H + (Z>'£ o AC),->,H

a(B o C)1>[BiJDn - ( * « / ) = (BA' o CDJo.w 4- ( 5 5 o CA%,tl

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

1

Now we list the constraints among the currents:

tin ° JhiM ~

tiij)=2jl-29j •

We cite also an useful relation containing the antiderivative operator d

(A.8)

(A.9)

(A.10)

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)

(A.14)

(A.15)

(A.16)
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1: Pictorial representation of chains: empty and full circles represent the com-
ponents jo{x) and j\(x) respectively; solid lines represent the sign function
t[z - y).

Fig. 2: Crossing in the algebra of chains: the figure represents the term obtained from
the Dirac brackets of the factors Jo(z<) and jo(xj) of two linear chains.

Fig. 3: Loops representing the four terms obtained in the trace projection of the cross-
ing in Fig. 2: an o-labelled cross indicates the insertion of a matrix ta; the
broken line is the trace line of matrices; the curly line represents a delta func-
tion; the square indicates the omission of a component jo-

Fig. 4: Four equivalent loops originated from different crossings.

Fig. 5: Vanishing surface terms corresponding to the sums (60) in the case m = 2,
n = 3. Fig. 5a represents the first sum, where the terms join together in pairs
(for instance, the first and the last loops) to produce a total derivative as in
Eq. (61). In Fig, 5b, which corresponds to the second Bum of (60), we have a
similar pairing plus the single term (in the center of the figure) which generates
a surface term of the form (62).
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